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Abstract In this paper, we focus on gendered themes promulgated in three books

written in diary cartoon form. Although written for different audiences, each of

these books constructs gender norms in similar ways. They promote heteronorma-

tive gender roles for boys and girls by endorsing traditional femininities and

hegemonic masculinities through the following themes: popularity, mean girls/

bullying, self-concept and self-esteem, friendship, and adult naı̈veté. First, we dis-

cuss the ways in which gender is implicated in children’s literature. Then, we

describe and analyze the diary cartoon books, contrasting and comparing those with

girl protagonists and that with a boy protagonist. Finally, we explore the gendered

implications in the books’ themes, concluding that girls and boys are represented in

different manners that reinforce gender essentialism and heteronormativity.
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The ways in which children’s literature variously reflects and challenges hetero-

normative gender norms has become an increasingly important point of analysis in

scholarly work. Children’s literature is no more benign than any other form of

cultural pedagogy. As Zipes (2002) argues, ‘‘books for the young, perhaps even

more than books intended for older readers, have always been used as weapons or
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instruments to train and cultivate taste, to help children to see distinctions and

distinguish themselves’’ (p. 66). Often, traditional white middle-class norms are the

(sometimes unconscious) weapon of choice wherein children learn lessons about

gender, race, class, heteronormativity, and ability.

In this paper, we focus on gendered themes promulgated in three books written in

diary cartoon form: Dear Dumb Diary (Benton, 2004), Dork Diaries (Russell,

2009), and Diary of a Wimpy Kid (Kinney, 2007). The former two books focus on

and are marketed towards girls; the latter one, boys. As we acknowledge that ‘‘the

very act of defining the text as a ‘‘girls’ book’’ authenticates the assumptions of

gender difference for the boys and girls’’ (Baker-Sperry, 2007, p. 725), we do not

name them ‘‘girls’ books and boys’ books,’’ but argue that the content has a very

specific, gendered audience in mind.

Although written for different audiences, each of these books constructs gender

norms in similar ways. They promote heteronormative gender roles for boys and

girls by endorsing traditional femininities and hegemonic masculinities through the

following themes: popularity, mean girls/bullying, self-concept and self-esteem,

friendship, and adult naı̈veté. First, we discuss the ways in which gender is

implicated in children’s literature. Then, we describe and analyze the diary cartoon

books, contrasting and comparing those with girl protagonists and that with a boy

protagonist. Finally, we explore the gendered implications in the books’ themes,

concluding that girls and boys are represented in different manners that reinforce

gender essentialism and heteronormativity.

Gender in Children’s Literature

Stories written for children have been recognized for their power to reproduce

societal norms, teaching children (and reminding adults) of what is considered

normal and acceptable (Lee and Collins, 2009; Wannamaker, 2006; Zipes, 1999,

2002). ‘‘Literature written for children… surface[s] as cultural products tied to a

discursive legacy that attempts to regulate and define children’s bodies in terms of

gender and sexuality’’ (Marshall, 2004, p. 259). Pressures to be ‘‘a girl’’ and ‘‘a boy’’

are present not only in cultural artifacts such as literature (Jackson, 2007; Marshall,

2004; Trousdale and McMillan, 2003) and movies (Marshall and Sensoy, 2009), but

in peer interaction (Baker-Sperry, 2007). Proper femininities and masculinities are

constructed, challenged, and reinforced in literature (Taber and Woloshyn, in press;

Jackson, 2007; O’Neil, 2010) while heteronormativity is reproduced as ‘‘an

everyday part of’’ children’s lives (Myers and Raymond, 2010, p. 170). It is due to

this ‘‘complex of societal influences’’ (Trousdale and McMillan, 2003, p. 3) that

gendered lessons are ‘‘insidious’’ (Marshall and Sensoy, 2009, p. 55), with stories in

particular having a ‘‘powerful and often subtle effect’’ (Trousdale and McMillan,

2003, p. 3). ‘‘From traditional characters and plots to postmodern stories that

question status quo, the writers and illustrators of our culture present images of daily

life in America that young readers can internalize and build upon’’ (O’Neil, 2010,

p. 41). Children do not necessarily receive cultural messages in the manner in which

they were intended, sometimes resisting stereotypes and sometimes conforming to
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them (Zipes, 2002; Hubler, 2000). However, children do ‘‘rely heavily on traditional

normative structures to make sense of the world, and they often accept gendered

expectations as truth’’ (Baker-Sperry, 2007, p. 718).

Even in books that appear to be challenging gender stereotypes, normalizations

are often reinforced. For instance, in McInally’s (2008) analysis of Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants, she explains how the plot ‘‘promotes a singular representation of

the feminine: sisterhood is reliant on a…heteronormative journey that results in an

acceptance of the centrality of men, regardless of ethnicity, class, or individual

differences’’ (p. 188). The adventures of the female protagonists do not demonstrate

their personal power and freedom, but instead ‘‘reinscribe stereotypes’’ (p. 190).

A similar dynamic holds true for books that appear to ‘‘champion a kinder and

gentler version of masculinity’’ (Wannamaker, 2006. p. 17) for boys. In Holes,

while the male protagonist is portrayed as ‘‘kind and sensitive,’’ (p. 16), his

‘‘coming-of-age story also involves conforming to stereotypical constructs of

masculinity, which require the boy to endure grueling physical trials and which

require him to negate the feminine in order to become masculine’’ (p. 18). This

negation of femininity not only devalues and marginalizes women, but normalizes

heteronormativity. As Connell (1995) argues, ‘‘masculinity is, in effect, defined as

not-femininity’’ (p. 70). Furthermore, ‘‘hegemonic masculinities are…to a signif-

icant degree constituted in men’s interaction with women’’ (Connell and

Messerschmidt, 2005, p. 850). While men and boys are normatively expected to

be tough males with no trace of femininity (e.g., in Holes), women are marginalized

and stereotyped as being dependent on men and concerned about their own

attractiveness and femininity (e.g., in Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants).

One approach to challenging stereotypes in literature would be to simply have more

female characters in central, active roles. However, often, in doing so, either

masculinity continues to be privileged, with women becoming central simply because

they take on men’s tasks, or the mere presence of more female characters is perceived as

increasing equity. This tends to reinforce current norms, privileging ‘‘individual agency

at the expense of accounting for the role of structure’’ (Hubler, 2000, p. 85). Instead,

‘‘girls are better served by novels that offer them not only positive role models but also a

structural ‘map’ of social reality, one which reveals the historical development, and

interrelationship, of the institutions of gender, race, and class’’ (p. 85).

It is therefore crucial to ‘‘theorize gender as a contested and socially produced

identity marker rather than as a universal category with one single meaning’’

(Marshall, 2004, p. 268). In this way, ‘‘girls’’ and ‘‘boys’’ can be characterized in a

multitude of ways, supporting neither female feminine stereotypes nor male

masculine ones, with an emphasis on sociocultural issues. Girl and boys can then be

viewed as ‘‘complex character[s] whose representation[s] intersec[t] with larger

cultural discourses about childhood, gender, and sexuality’’ (Marshall, 2004, p. 268).

Images in Children’s Literature

When exploring books with images (such as the diaries examined in this research),

another layer of analysis is required. Pictures do not simply accompany and mirror
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prose but influence how it is read (Routh, 2001). Albers (2008) argues that

‘‘understanding the visual structures that exist within images is as important to the

shaping of beliefs as is the written word’’ (p. 165). Visuals can complicate books’

messages, giving ‘‘authors and illustrators additional ways to express their own

resistance to oppression, as well as to advocate other modes of resistance’’ (Clark

and Fink, 2004, p. 104).

Graphic novels exemplify the complex connections between words and images.

This type of medium, often considered a simplistic lower form of literature, is

increasingly being recognized as ‘‘requir[ing] different and possibly even more

complex reading skills than traditional print texts’’ (Hughes and King, 2010. p. 65).

Readers cannot ignore visual cues in their interpretation of the text. Hughes and

King (2010) stress ‘‘the use of multiliteracies on the part of the author and artist’’

(p. 74) and the reader in creating and interpreting graphic novels.

The diary cartoons examined here are a mix of prose and images. They are not as

reliant on images as graphic novels, but do rely on images more than illustrated

books. Kinney, the author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, describes his book as ‘‘a novel

in cartoons.’’ Our analysis therefore encompasses not only the prose and images in

the books, but the ways in which they work together, emphasizing some aspects of

the narratives while challenging others. As a whole, the books described here

reinforce the need of adolescent girls and boys to fit in, defend themselves against

mean girls and boy bullies, and acquire the right look to be popular (both with

respect to body shape and clothes). They also, to some extent, recognize the power

of friendship and of self-acceptance.

Dorky, Dumb, Wimpy, Stinky Diaries

Dork Diaries: Tales from a NOT-SO- Fabulous Life

This diary book is about a 14-year-old girl, Nikki, who attends a ‘‘snobby’’ (p. 12)

private middle school on a ‘‘pity scholarship’’ (p. 12). She struggles to fit in with the

rich girls who have the latest designer clothes, accessories, and gadgets. Nikki, who

loves art and bemoans the fact that she is not a better student, feels that she is judged

as unworthy by ‘‘THE FASHION POLICE’’ (p. 29, emphasis in original), led by the

most popular girl in school, MacKenzie. Eventually, she makes friends with two

other girls, Chloe and Zoey, who have a shared love of reading. The book discusses

various conflicts that arise between Nikki, her friends, and MacKenzie.

Dear Dumb Diary: Let’s Pretend this Never Happened

In this book, Jamie, a girl in middle school, records about her difficulties with

Angeline, ‘‘Who thinks she is The Prettiest Girl in the World’’ (p. 20). Jamie is

interested in Hudson, the ‘‘eighth cutest guy in my grade’’ but feels she is in

competition for his attention with Angeline. When Hudson looks at Angeline, Jamie

states, ‘‘It was pretty obvious that all of his love for me was squirting out his ears all

over the floor’’ (p. 13). Dear Dumb Diary appears to be written for a younger or less
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mature age group than Dork Diaries, is much shorter (103 pages versus 282), and

engages with less substantive issues. Jamie does encounter a moral dilemma

(although largely of her own making), deciding not to take advantage of Angeline

when given the opportunity.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Greg Heffley’s Journal

This book takes the form of Greg’s diary. Greg is also in middle school, and details the

trials and tribulations of being a ‘‘wimpy kid’’ who gets picked on by bullies. The

following statement sums up much of the book: ‘‘I think middle school is the dumbest

idea ever invented. You got kids like me who haven’t hit their growth spurt yet mixed

in with these gorillas who need to shave twice a day’’ (p. 3). Greg is bullied by the

bigger boys at school, his brother, and his father. He in turn bullies his friend Rowley

and the kindergartners he walks home in Safety Patrol. Greg eventually realizes the

importance of being a good friend when he hides the fact that bullies made Rowley eat

a piece of old cheese stuck to the basketball court. Greg assumes responsibility for

moving the cheese, for which he gets labeled with the dreaded ‘‘Cheese Touch.’’

Gendered Themes

The central themes in these books are popularity, mean girls/bullying, self-concept

and -esteem, friendship, and adult naı̈veté. They are gendered in that they represent

the lives of boys and girls, and their interactions with others, as categorically

different. Although the main characters each deal with popularity issues, being

victimized, acceptance of self, belonging, and caring but out-of-touch adults, they

do so in very different ways. These themes intersect but are explored in turn below.1

Popularity is the main theme through which the others emanate.

Popularity

In the books, popularity is largely defined by social status which is a primary

concern for all the main characters. The most popular characters are those who are

physically attractive with an ideal body image. Materialism plays into popularity as

the female characters believe that designer clothing, fashionable accessories, the

latest cell phones, spending money, and invitations to the right parties are crucial in

order to be accepted. For instance, the popular girl in Dork Diaries often makes fun

of those without the newest expensive styles: ‘‘OMG! WHERE are these

PATHETIC girls buying such HIDEOUS clothes?! I’d come to school butt naked

before I would EVER buy my fashions from a store that sells LAWN MOWERS!’’

(p. 37). The accompanying diagram has Nikki disguised so no one will recognize

her shopping at ‘‘Cheap Fashions ‘R’ Us’’ (p. 38).

Definitions of popularity differ for boys and girls in the books. For girls, it is

beauty, attractiveness to boys, money, and belonging to the in-crowd. There is ‘‘the

1 All emphases in quotations are in the original texts.
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girl to be’’ who is the centre of her clique and the school. In Dork Diaries, this girl is

MacKenzie, ‘‘THE most popular girl in the eighth grade’’ (p. 22), who is the centre

of the ‘‘Cute, Cool and Popular’’ (p. 1) group, otherwise known as the CCP. In Dear
Dumb Diary, the girl is Angeline, who ‘‘is so perfect that the word ‘perfect’ is

probably not perfect enough for her’’ (p. 17). There is a defined, well-described

pecking order of girls in the books. There are various scales to measure popularity,

such as a ‘‘Popularity-o-meter’’ (p. 22) and ‘‘Metric System of Dorkology’’ (p. 32)

in Dear Dumb Diary. In Diary of a Wimpy Kid, the most popular boy is Bryce

Anderson, with the protagonist, Greg, rating himself ‘‘somewhere around 52nd or

53rd most popular’’ (p. 7). While popularity is defined in similar ways for boys and

girls, ‘‘it’s about the kind of clothes you wear or how rich you are or if you have a

cute butt’’ (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, p. 6), the quest for popularity is not a central

theme of Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Bryce is not even mentioned again in the book,

whereas MacKenzie and Angeline are central characters that are important to their

books’ plots. However, gaining safety and belonging is the common goal in each set

of books; how it is gained and enacted is what differs.

The girls in the books desire to be included in the popular crowd and thereby

escape attacks by mean girls. Nikki wants ‘‘a new designer wardrobe’’ (Dork
Diaries, p. 31) in order to fit in and be popular. In addition, she admits that ‘‘deep

down I’m troubled and ashamed that a tiny part of me—a very dark and primitive

side—would totally LOVE to be best friends with MacKenzie’’ (Dork Diaries,

p. 26). Nikki desperately desires to be invited to MacKenzie’s birthday party, ‘‘have

really cool friends and a social life’’ (p. 71). In Dear Dumb Diary, Jamie states she

‘‘felt the entire Universe groan and creak and shift slightly, and the next thing I

knew, her terrible Angeline powers were starting to work on me. I felt as though I

might be starting to LIKE ANGELINE AGAINST MY WILL’’ (p. 99). The drawing

beneath these words shows Jamie swirling in a whirlpool of confusion. Nikki and

Jamie’s hatred of the mean popular girls is complicated by their desire to be

accepted by them. They acknowledge the falseness of popularity but would still do

almost anything to be popular.

The boys similarly want to avoid being victimized, in this case by bullies, but

there is no specific desire to socialize with those who make their lives miserable.

Although Greg is happy that ‘‘the good news is that I’m about to move up one spot

because Charlie Davies is above me, and he’s getting his braces next week’’ (Diary
of a Wimpy Kid, p. 7), the hierarchy of social status does not consume him. Instead,

he works to avoid getting the Cheese Touch and runs from ‘‘a truckload of teenagers

hunting you down’’ (p. 73). Greg is conscious of his body image, wishing he is more

muscular so that he will not feel ashamed when assigned the ‘‘skins’’ team in sports:

‘‘I think they do that to make all the out-of-shape kids feel ashamed of themselves’’

(p. 86). The diagrams show Greg first as a skinny kid getting tackled playing

football and next as a muscular one whose shirt cannot contain his muscles.

Although Greg would like to ‘‘get in on some of that kind of fame’’ (p. 165) from

being a comic strip author and be ‘‘an immortal’’ by getting ‘‘voted onto the Class

Favorites page’’ of the yearbook (p. 198), these wishes are more tangential to the

plot. There is no clearly defined ‘‘boy to be’’ other than a brief mention of Bryce.
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The heteronormative quest for popularity and belonging is entangled with the

main characters’ interactions with mean girls and bullies. In order to be popular and

avoid being victimized, girls need to be pretty and boys need to be tough.

Mean Girls/Bullying

A readily accepted part of school culture and the characters’ daily existence are

mean girls and bullies. The characters do not work to stop the bullying, only to stop

being targets themselves.

In Dork Diaries, the popular girls are clearly mean yet others’ still want to be

their friends and support their unkind and even malicious interactions with others.

Nikki states, ‘‘To call MacKenzie a ‘mean girl’ would be an understatement. She’s

VICIOUS! She’s a PIT BULL in glittery eye shadow and Jimmy Choo flip-flops!’’

(p. 30). Yet, she still ‘‘would totally LOVE to be best friends with MacKenzie’’

(p. 26). In Dear Dumb Diary, the popular girl, Angeline, is mean but appears nice,

attracting friends and attention. In fact, Jamie associates beauty with meanness. ‘‘It

is a KNOWN SCIENTIFIC FACT that girls who are all pretty and Pure Goodness

on the outside are Pure Evil inside’’ (p. 26). Angeline, however, does not actually

confirm her meanness until the very end of the diary. Jamie instead suspects her

meanness, responding to her beauty and popularity by hating her and starting to like

her. Both Nikki and Jamie also tease others (her younger sister and her dog,

respectively) on a smaller scale.

In Diary of a Wimpy Kid, it is not the popular boys who bully but the bigger,

older ones. Greg is bullied by his older brother Rodrick, his father, the ‘‘gorillas’’

(p. 3) in middle school, and the neighbourhood teenagers. Greg in turn bullies his

friend Rowley, his younger brother Mannie, and the kindergarten students. An

example of this perpetuation and role modeling of bullying is demonstrated after a

snowstorm. Greg destroys Mannie’s snowman, which his father sees. His father then

comes out and destroys Greg’s and Rowley’s huge snowball. Rowley gets mad at

Greg, and they start to fight. Then, they ‘‘got ambushed’’ (p. 163) in a snowball fight

‘‘hit-and-run by the Whirley Street kids’’ (p. 164). Greg reflects that, ‘‘if Mrs.

Levine, my English teacher, was there, I’m sure she would have said the whole

situation was ‘ironic’’’ (p. 164).

The bullying in the books is gendered; boys and girls bully and respond to

bullying in different ways. In Dork Diaries, the mean girls overtly bully by name

calling and tripping. Covertly, they make snide comments, engage in humiliation,

and intentionally exclude others. In the only example of physical bullying, Jessica

(one of MacKenzie’s clique) trips Nikki in the cafeteria. The accompanying

drawing shows Nikki, with her food on a tray, trying to navigate a crowded cafeteria

to get to a safe table where her friends, Chloe and Zoey, are sitting. The next

drawing shows Nikki on the floor, covered in food. For the most part, however, the

bullying is based on snide comments, such as ‘‘She has SO much acne, she uses a

special makeup brand. It’s called Why Bother’’ (p. 30). In Dear Dumb Diary, Jamie

spends much of her time avoiding being given a nickname, stating that ‘‘is almost

the worst thing that can happen to you in middle school’’ (p. 10). She is terrified that

Angeline will name her ‘‘Peach Girl’’ after a peach falls out of her lunch bag while
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she is eating another. The drawing associated with this diary entry shows a pretty

princess in a gown with the label ‘‘One second before you get a nickname’’ beside

an ugly creature in rags labelled ‘‘One second after you get a nickname’’ (p. 11).

In Diary of a Wimpy Kid, the overt bullying also includes name calling, although

largely in the case of the ‘‘Cheese Touch,’’ which Greg describes is ‘‘basically like

the Cooties. If you get the Cheese Touch, you’re stuck with it until you pass it on to

someone else’’ (p. 9) by touching them. A similar way of being bullied is to be

denigrated for acting like a girl. For instance, Greg wants a Barbie Dream house for

Christmas, ‘‘NOT because I like girls’ toys’’ (p. 116), he is quick to tell the reader,

but because ‘‘I just thought it would be a really awesome fort for my toy soldiers’’

(p. 117). When his father found out, he ‘‘told me to start my wish list over and pick

some toys that were more ‘appropriate’ for boys’’ (p. 117). Greg also avoids signing

up for ‘‘girls’’ courses, even though he wants to take Home Economics, because

‘‘being good at sewing does not exactly buy you popularity points at school’’

(p. 145). However, the majority of the bullying is physical: punching, shoving,

chasing, hitting, and scaring. Even the fact that Greg is writing in a diary is construed as

making him a target for bullying. On the first page of the book, Greg states:

First of all, let me get something straight: This is a JOURNAL, not a diary. I

know what it says on the cover, but when Mom went out to buy this thing

I SPECIFICALLY told her to get one that didn’t say ‘diary’ on it. Great. All I

need is for some jerk to catch me carrying this book around and get the wrong

idea’’ (p. 1).

The accompanying diagram has a bigger boy punching Greg, calling him a

‘‘SISSY.’’

Aggressive bullying is an accepted part of life for boys, as is mean girl bullying

in the lives of girls. This gendered bullying affects the self-concept and self-esteem

of the books’ protagonists.

Self-Concept and Self-Esteem

The primary characters in these cartoon journals struggle with developing positive

self identity and self concept, albeit to varying degrees. These struggles are

demonstrated across several categories including body image, talents and interests,

and academic ability.

In Dork Diaries, Nikki is obsessed about gaining status as a CCP girl, with

membership largely being guaranteed by virtue of beauty, possession of a

fashionable wardrobe, and trendy electronic gadgets. Numerous references are

made throughout the text to differences between the physical appearances of CCP

girls versus others. The text also contains comical descriptions and illustrations

contrasting ‘‘popular’’ girls looking quite magnificent in designer ‘‘SNOBBY

CHIC’’ (p. 32) fashions and ‘‘unpopular girls’’ donning the same outfits that achieve

a much less complimentary affect.

I also HATE clothes that are ‘‘SNOBBY CHIC.’’ It’s when the exact same

outfit looks TOTALLY different on two very similar girls. The more popular
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you are at school, the BETTER it looks on you, and the more unpopular you

are, the WORSE it looks on you. I can’t tell you HOW a snobby chic outfit

mysteriously knows all of this personal stuff about you, but it obviously

DOES!’’ (p. 32).

Nikki also appears to be less certain than her friends Brandon, Chloe, and Zoey,

about her unique talents and interests. Brandon is confident in his passion for

photography. Similarly, Chloe and Zoey are secure in their passion for reading and,

for the most part, appear comfortable with their status outside of the CCP group.

Although Nikki identifies herself as an artist at the beginning of the novel, she

begins to doubt her talent quickly when realizing that MacKenzie is intent on

winning the school’s art competition. Her self-insecurity perhaps is best illustrated

when, shortly after her father unintentionally destroys her art submission,

MacKenzie discovers his occupation as a bug exterminator and scrawls a picture

of an insect with the words ‘‘Bug Girl’’ (p. 258) across Nikki’s locker using

‘‘Ravishing Red-Hot Cinnamon Twist lip gloss’’ (p. 259). When Nikki discovers a

large group of students starring at this message, she decides to leave the school

versus face this public humiliation.

Somewhat surprisingly, Nikki’s parents provide no opposition or contrary

position with respect to her decision. Only her grandmother challenges the wisdom

of this decision, ‘‘She said it was NOT so much about the school I chose, but

whether I chose to be a chicken or a champion’’ (p. 241).

As previously discussed, Greg (Diary of a Wimpy Kid) also is concerned about

his body image, wanting desperately to develop a muscular physique. He is also

conscious of his social status and is often found developing plans to increase his

social standing. For instance, he explains, ‘‘to be honest with you, I’ve never had

any interest in student government. But when I started thinking about it, I realized

getting elected Treasurer could TOTALLY change my situation at school’’ (p. 44).

Greg is often annoyed at Rowley for making comments and behaving in ways

that might diminish his social standing, as demonstrated by an illustration showing

Rowley standing in front of a row of lockers and loudly asking Greg, ‘‘WANT TO

COME OVER TO MY HOUSE AND PLAAYYY?’’ (p. 18). Several other boys are

present during the exchange and Greg is visibly vexed by the wording of Rowley’s

question. When visiting the Crossland High School haunted house, Rowley appears

at Greg’s home dressed in a full Halloween costume despite contrary instructions,

‘‘Rowley showed up at my house wearing his Halloween costume from last year.

When I called him earlier I told him just wear regular clothes, but of course he

didn’t listen’’ (p. 50). Like Nikki’s friends, Rowley seems uninterested and

unconcerned about his status and is confident in his choices of friends and

recreational activities.

While there is less discussion of Jamie’s perception of self in Dear Dumb Diary,

there are suggestions that she too is concerned about her identity, especially as it

relates to her physical appearance. In one attempt to imitate Angeline, she purchases

and applies hair dye. The outcome is quite disastrous and Jamie must re-dye her hair

to achieve its original colour. She does not seek her friend, Isabella’s assistance

during this process, knowing in advance of her disapproval. ‘‘I probably should have
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asked Isabella to help me with the hair dye but I didn’t really want to get a lecture

from her about self-acceptance’’ (p. 28).

In contrast, Isabella is fiercely intent on defining her own identity and stops wearing

chap stick (to the point of developing excessively dry lips) when Angeline adopts her

brand. ‘‘Suddenly, in one swift move, Angelina had stolen…and Isabella had lost her

signature Lip Smacker scent. (Isabella would rather wear her grandma’s giant-

bottomed pants to school than let anyone think she is copying Angeline.)’’ (p. 16).

Despite their apparent strength of character, Jamie and Greg conclude that their

friends hold lower social status than themselves. At times, they seem to take comfort

in minimizing their friends, questioning the authenticity of these friendships:

Angeline is like a ‘‘9’’ in popularity while Isabella is hovering around an

unsteady ‘‘5’’. (And after Isabella’s lip balm-dependent lips start decaying

from Lip Smacker withdrawal, who know how low that number could go?)

(Dear Dumb Diary, p. 22)

I try to explain all this popularity stuff to my friend Rowley (who is probably

hovering right around the 150 mark [of popularity], by the way), but I think it

just goes in one ear and out the other with him. (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, p. 8)

In Dork Diaries and Dear Dumb Diary, Nikki and Jamie express concern about

their academic performance and indicate a desire to do well in school. However,

when justifying or rationalizing a poor performance, both girls assume an external

locus of control. That is, they attribute their poor performances to factors beyond

their control. For instance, in Dork Diaries, Nikki accuses MacKenzie and her

friends of deliberately altering a music CD resulting in her group receiving a ‘‘D’’

on a dance assignment. In Dear Dumb Diary, Jamie accuses her family pet, Stinker,

of intentionally eating her mythology report.

Greg, on the other hand, appears to be unconcerned about his academic

performance and intentionally puts forward minimum effort. He willing admits to

jeopardizing his grade in handwriting by keeping his fingers taped crossed over in

order to avoid the ‘‘Cheese Touch’’ and protect his social status.

The only way to protect yourself from the Cheese Touch is to cross your

fingers. But it’s not that easy remembering to keep your fingers crossed every

moment of the day. I ended up taping mine together so they’d stay crossed all

the time. I got a D in handwriting, but it was totally worth it. (Diary of a
Wimpy Kid, pp. 9–10)

Reflecting on his previous year at school, Greg laments about the work load and

expectations associated with being placed in a higher-level reading group, stating ‘‘I

was pretty disappointed to find out I got put in the Gifted group, because that just

means a lot of extra work’’ (p. 14) and actively tries to lower his standing for the

following year. ‘‘When they did the screening at the end of last year, I did my best to

make sure I got put in the Easy group this year’’ (p. 14). Greg however is not

immune to the interventions of others, with his mother convening with the school

principal to negotiate a suitable academic placement for Greg.
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Greg’s plans are again spoiled by the interventions of another when he is willing

to cheat rather than study to achieve academic success on a geography quiz (his

desk is situated beside a giant map). His efforts are foiled when Patty reminds their

teacher about the need to cover the map. Greg, in turn, blames her for his poor

performance, ‘‘So thanks to Patty, I ended up flunking the quiz. And I will definitely

be looking for a way to pay her back for that one’’ (p. 94). In sum, Greg’s overall

orientation seems to be one of personal control (with others thwarting his plans by

intervening in unanticipated and undesired ways). He seeks to control circumstances

whenever possible, especially when they minimize his need to exert sincere effort.

Furthermore, he is not above taking advantage of circumstances for personal gain.

Friendship

Friendship is a theme addressed across the diary cartoons explored here, being

especially pronounced in Dork Diaries and Diary of a Wimpy Kid. In these texts, the

nature of true and enduring friendships is explored in context of the main characters’

daily lives. The main character grows to understand and value the gift of friendship

and demonstrates appreciation and loyalty to those who come to be considered as

friends. For instance, despite her initial response to Chloe and Zoey as ‘‘Scared-of-

Balls girls’’ (Dork Diaries, p. 62) who, in gym class, ‘‘hang in small groups and

scream hysterically whenever a ball comes near them’’ (p. 62) and ‘‘screw things up

and lose the game for you’’ (p. 63), Nikki quickly accepts their unique talents and

passions for books and reading. The girls, in turn, offer unconditional acceptance to

Nikki and rally behind her when she falls victim to MacKenzie’s antics.

In a further effort to support her friends and their passion for reading, Chloe

utilizes her artistic talents to draw reading tattoos for her friends. Her tattoos

become so popular that the girls initiate a fund raiser where tattoos are exchanged

for book donations. Only then, when Chloe and Zoe achieve instant elevation to

CCP status and are inundated by the requests of other students for Nikki’s tattoos,

do they take advantage of Nikki and her talents, potentially jeopardizing their

friendship.

But instead of sitting at table 9 and helping me, Chloe and Zoey sat at the CCP

table on the other side of the cafeteria. I could see them giggling and acting all

flirty… while I was supposed to be working my butt off like CINDERELLA or

somebody! (p. 237)

Nikki’s frustration with Chloe and Zoey’s relentless scheduling of classmates to

receive tattoos is illustrated when she provides a portrait of herself chained to a

desk, drawing tattoos for fellow students under the header, ‘‘IT WAS A WICKED

TATTOO SWEATSHOP! L’’ (p. 236).

The girls quickly realize, however, that their new-found status as CCP members

is the result of their closeness to Nikki and students’ desires for her tattoos, ‘‘‘Yeah!

And we learned who our real friends are too. The CCPs wanted to hang out with us

as long as you were doing the tattoos. What a bunch of phonies!’ Zoey added’’

(p. 272). They do not hesitate to abandon their celebrity status (claiming the other

students to be uninteresting) and devise a rescue plan for Nikki when she loses her
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cherished submission to the art competition. When she finds out, Nikki states, ‘‘I

was SO wrong about them. They were the BEST friends EVER!’’ (p. 268).

Friendship is also a pervasive theme in Diary of a Wimpy Kid where Greg’s

friendship with Rowley is presented as one of convenience for most of the text.

Throughout the text, Greg is mean spirited to his friend, often subjecting him to

pranks and bullying him. ‘‘It’s been great having him around, mostly because I get

to use all the tricks Rodrick [Greg’s brother] pulls on ME’’ (p. 19). He views

Rowley as lower than himself socially and intellectually and claims that his

friendship with Rowley is negotiable. ‘‘Rowley is technically my best friend, but

that is definitely subject to change’’ (p. 17). He often appears embarrassed by

Rowley’s immature behaviours. Greg appears somewhat envious of Rowley’s video

game system and spends considerable time at his friend’s home.

There is a marked change in the nature of Greg and Rowley’s friendship,

however, when Rowley begins to question its value as Greg allows him to be falsely

accused of an inappropriate behavior that he himself has committed. Suspended

from the school safety patrol, Rowley begins to seek the company of others,

including Collin, a boy who Greg claims was previously designated as his

alternative friend, ‘‘What really stinks is that Collin is supposed to be MY backup

friend’’ (p. 190). It is only when Greg and Rowley are bullied by a group of high

school students who force Rowley to eat the ‘‘cheese’’ that their friendship resumes

when, in an unexpected turn of events, Greg saves Rowley from being labeled with

the ‘‘Cheese Touch’’ by indicating that he moved the offensive item (inviting others

to label and ostracize him).

Rowley was starting to panic, and I don’t blame him, either. If the truth ever

came out about how the Cheese disappeared, Rowley would be finished….

That’s when I decided to speak up.… I said I was sick of it being on the

blacktop, and I just decided to get rid of it once and for all…. It meant that I

have the Cheese Touch. (pp. 214–215)

Friendship is a minimal theme in Dear Dumb Diaries. Jamie, like Greg, places

herself socially and academically ahead of Isabella whose friendship seems

unquestioned, yet minimized in the text. That is, there is no critical event, test of

loyalty or exploration of the essence of true friendship amongst these characters.

There is also a tepid warm friendship that seems to develop between Jamie and

Angeline midway through the novel when Jamie takes ownership for throwing

meatloaf in the cafeteria in an attempt to gain access to Angeline’s permanent record

in the principal’s office. In the latter part of the text, Angeline seemingly returns

Jamie’s favour by coming to her rescue during her class mythology presentation.

However, Angeline’s alternative motives for this seemingly caring response are

quickly revealed when, escaping near expulsion, she declares her intentions to

remain at the school and claim Hudson as her boyfriend.

You have no idea how much trouble I would have gotten in. If you could see

what my permanent record looks like, you’d know. One more incident, and I’d

be out of here and you’d have Hudson [the boy Jamie likes] all to yourself, and

I am NOT going to let that happen. (p. 100)
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Adulthood Naı̈veté

Parents are presented as caring but naı̈ve throughout the cartoon journals reviewed

here. Parents, and adults in general, appear largely unaware of the primary

characters’ lived realities including the importance of material possessions and

popularity. For instance, Nikki’s mom (Dork Diaries) provides her with a writing

journal in response to her request for a cell phone.

She [her mother] rambled on about how my attending a new private school

was going to be a ‘‘stressful time of tremendous personal growth’’ and how my

best ‘‘coping mechanism’’ would be to ‘‘communicate’’ my ‘‘thoughts and

feelings.’’ I was absolutely ECSTATIC because you can communicate with a

NEW CELL PHONE! (p. 5)

When Nikki realizes that she is not getting a cell phone, but a diary, she claims it is

‘‘irrefutable evidence she [her mother] IS, in fact, CLINICALLY BRAIN DEAD!!’’

(p. 7).

In Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Rowley’s mother purchased him a book entitled ‘‘How

to Make Friends in New Places’’ (p. 19) and Greg’s mother unwittingly switched his

Christmas gift of a video game with a sweater purchased as a charitable donation.

While less attention is focused on Jamie’s parents in Dear Dumb Diary, adults are

presented as old and unattractive. For instance, Isabella comments that Jamie’s

father looks like a ‘‘homeless zombie’’ (p. 31) in his bathrobe. As part of an

illustration portraying the general nature of school, the following statement is made

about cafeteria ladies, ‘‘SCHOOL is AN ENDLESS BATTLE BETWEEN the

FORCES OF GOOD AND THE FAT-NECKED FORCES OF EVIL’’ (p. 59). In

another illustration, the spelling of ‘‘pal’’ in ‘‘principal’’ is equated to paleontology.

Jamie explains, ‘‘Just remember the paleontology is the study of fossils that are

about a jillion years old’’ (p. 53).

Adults also are presented as limited in their abilities. The school nurse, as an

example, requires all students to lie on a cot as a method of treating any illness

regardless of severity. ‘‘That nurse did what she always does. It doesn’t matter if

you have a heart attack, a leg eaten off by a bear, or an ax stuck in your face, it’s

always the same thing: Lie Down on the Cot and Rest’’ (p. 87).

Jamie and Greg willingly manipulate these adults’ seemingly limited intellectual

abilities for personal gain. For instance, the older school secretary readily provides

Jamie with access to the principal’s office when she compliments her appearance.

‘‘Then I told her that with that beret on, I thought for a second she was one of the

school cheerleaders. She actually believed it’’ (Dear Dumb Diary, p. 63). Greg

circumvents Rowley’s father rules against the playing of violent video games by

placing his game in a Disney case. ‘‘The good news is that I finally figured out how

to get some of my games past Rowley’s dad. I just put one of my discs in Manny’s

‘Discovering the Alphabet’ case, and that’s all it takes’’ (Diary of a Wimpy Kid,

p. 43).

The most notable exception to this negative portrayal of adults is that of Nikki’s

grandmother who is presented as an eccentric and enlightened senior who uses her

computer, consumes energy drinks, enjoys break dancing, and is intent on
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documenting her extensive knowledge for a television gaming show in a how-to

manual entitled, ‘‘The Price is Right for Morons’’ (p. 42). In perhaps one of the most

profound elements of the text, the Grandmother provides Nikki with the following

wisdom ‘‘Sweetie, when life presents challenges, you can either be a CHICKEN or a

CHAMPION. The choice is YOURS!’’ (p. 43). This advice echoes throughout the

text, especially when Nikki encounters conflict and assigns attributions for her

behaviour (e.g. external and internal locus of control).

Implications

Together, these books demonstrate a heteronormative reinforcement of traditional

femininities and hegemonic masculinities wherein girls are ‘‘girls’’ (McInally, 2008)

and boys are ‘‘boys’’ (Wannamaker, 2006). There are clear boundaries in the ways

in which the female and male protagonists act and think. Although all characters

desire to have friends and to belong, Nikki and Jamie want to be feminine, pretty,

and part of the in-crowd while Greg wants to be masculine and avoid being bullied.

The status of girls is defined by their position inside or outside a group. The status of

boys is individually determined; while the girls want to be a certain girl (i.e.

MacKenzie and Angeline), the boys have no such desire to be a certain boy.

Furthermore, Nikki and Jamie are very concerned with attracting the attention of

boys (Brandon and Hudson, respectively), fighting over them with the mean girls,

MacKenzie and Angeline. Similar to McInally’s (2008) discussion of the characters

in Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants, they are consumed by the need to appeal to

boys. Greg claims that he has ‘‘ALWAYS been into girls’’ (p. 6), perhaps in a desire

to claim his masculinity, as he does not spend any time trying to attract them; his

status with girls does not seem to concern him. However, he is very anxious about

not being viewed as a sissy, distancing himself as far as possible from anything

feminine, much like characters in Holes (as discussed by Wannamaker, 2006).

The representations of popularity, friendship, masculinity, and femininity are

entangled with bullying in the books. Bullying by boys and girls is represented in

very different ways, with the boys engaging in physical bullying that polices the

way boys should act (i.e. tough, strong, not girly) and the girls in exclusion and

humiliation that polices the way girls should look (i.e. attractive, fashionable). This

bullying has pervasive affects on the self-esteem and self-concepts of the main

characters, leaving them feeling vulnerable and self-conscious. These representa-

tions very much mirror contemporary popular discussions about bullies and mean

girls, wherein bullies are accepted as boys being boys in healthy, normal ways

(Gonick, 2004) and mean girls are pathologized as exhibiting inappropriate and

dangerous aggression (Gonick, 2004; Ringrose, 2006). There is a ‘‘template for

normal girlhood that moves along the continuum from nice to mean’’ (Ringrose,

2006, p. 407).

In Dork Diaries, for instance, Nikki and her friends would be at the nice pole of

the continuum, with MacKenzie and her friends at the mean pole. In Dear Dumb
Diary, the girls are not so polarized, with Jamie and Angeline occupying various

positions depending on where the reader is in the storyline. Nonetheless, Jamie
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continuously characterizes Angeline as a mean girl due to her beauty, even before

Angeline exhibits any meanness. Being mean is connected to being pretty,

aggressive, and popular; being nice is equated with insecurity and not fitting in.

‘‘Girlhood remains carefully regulated’’ (Ringrose, 2006, p. 419) wherein ‘‘girls’

layered and complex expressions of identity, power, and resistance are collapsed

into certain ubiquitous meanings of girlhood’’ (Gonick, 2004, p. 397). In this

discourse, a girl cannot be beautiful, assertive, popular, and nice. Furthermore, for

the largest part of the books, girls would gladly conspire with the mean girls in order

to gain popularity. It is only at the end of Dork Diaries that Nikki mostly accepts

who she is and who her friends are, although she still wishes she could look like

MacKenzie.

Furthermore, the mean girls in Dork Diaries and Dear Dumb Diary are

characterized as evil and cruel. In Diary of a Wimpy Kid, the bullies are simply

bigger boys. Greg himself is a bully, but his actions are not pathologized; they are

simply viewed as ironic. These representations further normalize boys’ actions in

the books while demonizing the girls, providing support for Gonick’s (2004)

assertion that, in today’s North American society, there is an assumption that ‘‘there

is something inherent about girlhood and girls themselves which produce these

behaviors, rather than seeing them as strategies for negotiating the particular times

and place in which some girls are living’’ (p. 397). While in Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Greg is a victim and a bully, girls in Dork Diaries are viewed as mean or
vulnerable. A question that a gendered reading of these books might suggest: How/

can girls exercise their own agency without being viewed as ‘‘mean’’?

These characters differ from their counterparts in such classic stories as

Cinderella and Snow White. While the evil stepmother and queen engaged

in intergenerational bullying by dominating their younger beautiful charges,

MacKenzie and Angeline bully within their own generation. Regardless of who is

being bullied by whom (or when), the reasons remain constant. The characters in the

contemporary cartoon novels and those in traditional fairy tales compete for male

attention and recognition of their beauty by engaging in intentional and calculated

bullying. In the past, beautiful girls have been associated with acts of kindness,

goodness, and virtue whereas older uglier women were mean and vile; here,

beautiful girls are associated with acts of covert aggression and meanness whereas

older women are tangential and often ignorant (i.e. parents and teachers). This

demonstrates the complex ways in which literature has continued to marginalize

women, changing form to match popular culture while perpetuating the feminine

beauty ideal (Baker-Sperry and Grauerholz, 2003). Women and girls remain

pathologized whether they successfully achieve normative beauty or not.

The visuals in the books underscore their gendered messages. The covers of Dork
Diaries and Dear Dumb Diary are pink; Diary of a Wimpy Kid is red. The drawings

are black and white and are scattered throughout the texts, sometimes telling the

story itself, but largely supporting the prose. The popular girls have long flowing

hair and trendy clothes, while the other girls are represented in more ordinary ways.

The boys who are victimized are small while the bullies are larger. The diagrams

show how Greg is afraid of getting beaten up if he is ‘‘caught’’ with a diary and

Nikki would rather have a cell phone. Interestingly, in addition to representing boys
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and girls in stereotypical ways, the graphics seem to highlight the difficulties of

being a middle school student in two main ways: exaggerating meanness and

bullying while exploring the differences between the characters’ external speech

and actions and their internal thought processes and daydreams. This net effect

results in books that perpetuate the idea that middle school boys and girls are very

different beings who live in dangerous worlds where they are either victims, bullies,

mean girls, or nice. Furthermore, if you are a victim you are small and weak, if you

are a bully you are tough and big (or, at least, tougher and bigger than those you

pick on), if you are a nice girl you are miserable and not popular, and if you are a

mean girl, you are popular, pretty, and not nice. The books set up a dichotomy of

good and bad, with little room for empathy for others.

Clearly, these books can be read in resistant ways. Furthermore, certain elements

are positively represented, such as standing up for friends and accepting yourself for

who you are. However, these elements are buried in gendered themes that promote

heteronormative masculinity and traditional femininity. Boys are boys and girls are

girls. Our further research will explore how girls, in particular, read these books.

How do they read the text and the graphics? What themes might they perceive?

Who do they identify with? How/do the books affect how they see themselves?

These questions will help inform understandings not only of the books’ themselves,

but how girls interact with them.
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